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Mike Dawson
Corporate Services
Mike Dawson is Group HR and
joined the Group
Director with Dale Farm. Mike Dawson
for Group human
in June 2013 and is responsible
Mike holds an
resource and corporate services strategy.
the University of
LLB Honours degree in Law from
in Human Resource
Liverpool, a Post Graduate Diploma
in Belfast and an
Management from Queen’s University
and
Chartered Institute of Personnel
MBA. Mike is a Fellow of the
status from the Society for Human
Development and holds SHRM-SCP
14 years’ experience working in
Resource Management. He has over
with the Glen Dimplex Group and
manufacturing having previously worked
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...informing Northern Ireland’s decision-makers

cover story

Building a dynamic and
resilient economy

harder to see from a local
seeing opportunities that are
are seeing Northern Ireland
perspective. International investors
as a place to do business.
Richard Smith

discussion on the challenges and
Arthur Cox hosted a round table
Ireland economy.
opportunities facing the Northern
How do you think the
Northern Ireland economy
is faring at present?
Trevor Lockhart
given all
The Northern Ireland economy,
the uncertainty we have encountered
over the past two years, is proving
remarkably resilient. Many companies
report increased sales and employment
the
numbers but bringing it all together
under
local economy is growing at just
the short1 per cent for 2018. Whilst in
in
term the performance is reasonable,
ambition
order to achieve the long-term
the
between
economy
the
of rebalancing
need an
private and public sectors we
faster.
economy that is growing much
Conor Lambe
start to this
The economy had a sluggish
picked up
year but it’s likely that growth
However,
a little in the second quarter.
growth
we are still in a low economic

environment. There are two factors
squeeze
driving this. Firstly, there’s the
Inflation
on consumers across the UK.
year, but
has fallen since the start of the
England’s
it remains above the Bank of
putting
two per cent target and this is
pressure on households’ purchasing
around
power. Secondly, the uncertainty
in
Brexit and the political situation
Northern Ireland has led to business
For
investment being relatively subdued.
economic
2018 and 2019, it’s likely that
remain
growth in Northern Ireland will
underwhelming.

due to the
are starting to cut back a little
future
nervousness around what the
holds.

Mike Dawson
suggest
The various economic indicators
to
very low rates of growth compared
we
Great Britain. From our perspective
some
are incredibly busy, but this masks
to
of the future trends that are likely
a
come our way. We have started
two
process of change over the past
good
years and that is now delivering
with
results. Most businesses we deal

by
Round table discussion hosted

still
sister companies and there is
We are very busy, as are our
but there are a few warning
a flow of investment coming in
have gone up, and up, since
signs on the horizon. Energy costs
be a head wind next year for
the start of the year and that will
are going to get stronger
large energy users. Wage pressures
is only going to grow.
and the pressure from the supermarkets
off past investments. Looking
Things are good, but we are living
competitive.
ahead we need to get much more

Jim Dobson
good at
The perception is that it looks
side,
present. For us on the agriculture
a wave.
our farmers are on the crest of
Lamb
Since Brexit, prices have risen.
as
prices this year have been exceptional
is
has been the price of beef. Farming
the
looking good on the ground despite
The UK is
figures from the economists.
there is
pushing a cheap food policy and
perception
full employment. Although the
there are
is good, underneath the bonnet
a number of issues.
Paul McBride
Northern
It is surprising how resilient the
Ireland economy is. We see this
of
manifested in a healthy pipeline
corporate
transactional activity, including
fund
M&A, real estate investment and
as
investment. This is normally perceived
but
a barometer of economic well-being,
is the
at the moment I’m not sure that
Brexit
case. With the uncertainties of
a fragility
only months away there is now
in that resilience. That said, the
international community is perhaps

on the
What impact will Brexit have
be hit hardest?
economy? What sectors will
Do you see any opportunities?
Mike Dawson
as
have at present, we see Brexit
Based on the information we
be a number of imported
an opportunity for us. There will
placed to replace in the GB
products that we would be best
to
made five years ago, or longer,
marketplace. Decisions were
to focus on GB rather than
move into certain categories and
almost by fortune, we find
look further afield. Therefore,
We have had a lot of discussions
ourselves in a strong position.
like a real opportunity for us.
with GB retailers and it looks
around how we fulfil this
However, there will be issues
and infrastructure.
opportunity with regards to employment

Jim Dobson
of Dunbia, which
Jim Dobson is Chief Executive Officer
the UK processing
operates from 15 sites across
It is recognised as
500,000 cattle and 2.5 million lambs.
with turnover in
one of Europe’s top meats processors,
employing over of
excess of one billion pounds and
of Dunbia through
5,000 people. Jim has led the growth
and strategic
a combination of organic growth
significant changes in the sector over
acquisition. He has also experienced
technology in terms of meat packing
40 years with the emergence of new
various financial support schemes being
and the UK firstly joining the EU with
and its potential implications for the
introduced, to more recently Brexit
in
an OBE for his services to industry
industry in the UK. Jim was awarded
Year in 2014.
the
of
Director
Company
Large
2012 and named IOD
Conor Lambe
at Danske Bank
Conor Lambe is the Chief Economist
a trusted subject
acting as the Bank’s spokesperson and
Ireland economic
matter expert on all UK and Northern
for Danske
and related matters. Conor is responsible
and Consumer
Bank’s Quarterly Sectoral Forecasts
across the
Confidence Index and is a regular contributor
business functions
local media. Conor often speaks at
his views around the global, UK and
and with Danske Bank customers on
Northern Ireland economies.
Trevor Lockhart
Ireland. He
Trevor Lockhart is Chair, CBI Northern
Belfast in 1992
graduated from the Queen’s University
and worked in
with an Honours Degree in Agriculture
before returning to
Masstock Inc. Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Union where he
Northern Ireland with the Ulster Farmers’
joined Fane Valley
occupied a number of roles. Trevor
Group Chief
Co-operative Society in 2004 and became
Chairman of the Linden Food Group
Executive in April 2007. He is currently
of Linergy Ltd, Chairman of the
(a subsidiary of Fane Valley), Chairman
Chairman of Edinburgh based United
Executive Board of Slaney Foods, and
of the Agrarian Society at the Queen’s
Farmers Ltd. He is past Chairman
and President of the Northern Ireland
University Belfast, past Chairman
Chairman of the Agri-Food Industry
Institute of Agricultural Science, past
successor Agri-Food Strategy Board.
Advisory Panel and a member of the

operations of local government,
Wilson
appreciates that in the longer
term this
will have more significant
challenges.

roundtable discussion

roundtable discussion

Schrader Electronics.

“In terms of opportunities, the
professional and financial services
sector has been one of the fastest
Ireland
growing sectors of the Northern
economy.” Paul McBride

“Day-to-day Council operations
are
running as they should;
but where the
challenge exists is around
delivery of our
larger projects, such as
town and village
investment or major infrastructure
schemes, where Ministerial
decisions are
required,” he says.

Paul McBride
Corporate Partner in
Paul McBride joined Arthur Cox as a
of Office for a
2017. He is a former Partner and Head
is a law graduate of
top-100 international law firm and
University. Paul has
Queens University and Cambridge
mergers and
advised in numerous significant
venture capital
acquisitions, management buy-outs,
in Northern Ireland.
investments and project financings
and acquisitions by
is named as a leading lawyer for corporate/mergers

Paul
all major legal listings.

Trevor Lockhart

A catalyst for growth

Richard Smith
of Huhtamaki
Richard Smith is the General Manager
billion Huhtamaki
Lurgan Ltd which is part of the €3
plant contributes to
food packaging group. The Lurgan
council collected
the circular economy by processing
into egg cartons and
waste paper and factory waste card
new recyclable and
cup carriers. It has recently trialled a
of plastic for
compostable container to be used instead
ready cooked meals.

on the nature of the outcome,
The impact of Brexit will depend
few months could be very
which is still unknown. The next
the political rhetoric will get
difficult for businesses because
move towards some sort of
ramped up on both sides as we
to continue for a number of
outcome. The uncertainty is going
businesses in a difficult situation.
months yet and that is putting
anxious about the possible
Supply chains are becoming more
only increase as we go into the 
scenarios and that anxiety will
regret of the Brexit process
fourth quarter of 2018. The biggest
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Chief Executive of Northern
Ireland’s second largest Council,
Armagh City,
Banbridge and Craigavon
Borough Council, Roger
Wilson, believes that the
solid strengths and its increasing
area’s
potential across a number
of areas could be
better leveraged to stimulate
wider economic growth across
Northern Ireland.

20

Now in his fourth year since
taking up
post as Chief Executive
of the then
newly formed Armagh City,
Banbridge
and Craigavon Borough
Council, Wilson
assesses that the initial
preparation
through to operation of
the local
authority has been successful,
laying the
foundations for ambitious
economic and
social growth in the Borough.
Economically, that opportunity
can be
recognised in the fact that
Armagh,
10

Banbridge and Craigavon
accounts for
10 per cent of Northern
Ireland’s total
GVA, with an economy
of over £3 billion.
Its 123,000 strong workforce
serves
some of Northern Ireland’s
largest
businesses and the local
economy is
underpinned by some 8,000
small-tomedium-sized businesses
(SMEs). The
Borough is home to some
of Northern
Ireland’s greatest success
stories
including Moy Park, Almac,
Thompson

cover story

Aero seating, Irwins, Whites,
Hyster Yale
and Tayto to name a few.
Wilson is well aware, however,
that the
political context in which
his tenure
began and the one that
exists now is
somewhat different, creating
an ever
changing landscape from
which to reach
those ambitious goals.
While the absence of Stormont
has had
some impact on the immediate

“We recognise that our
ambitious plans
for the Borough are not
done in isolation.
They are done in partnership
with central
government and with the
support of
other stakeholders. Anything
limiting this
approach will have an impact
on us.
“My concern at the minute
is that
although there are reassurances
that
plans are not lying dormant
and are
being progressed through
the pipeline to
await ministerial sign-off,
there is very
little being requested for
input into the
pipeline. In the near future
this will create
a lag and potentially missed
opportunities for economic
and societal
development across our
borough and
Northern Ireland.”
On taking up the role, Wilson
recognised
that a major job of work
would be
ensuring that the economic
potential of
Armagh City, Banbridge
and Craigavon
Borough Council, as Northern
Ireland’s
second largest council
area, is fully
recognised at a regional
level.
His job was helped somewhat
by the
change in attitude which
resulted from
the reform of local government.
As
explained by Wilson, with
the changes
came a consensus at local
political level
for a greater focus on improvements
in
areas such as the economy,
the social
agenda and community
planning.
He outlines: “The new Council
has a new
attitude. I believe that everyone
has
recognised the wider responsibility
associated with serving
more people
within a larger geographic
area. With a
bigger budget and increased
powers
comes greater opportunity,
both for
change within the area
and NorthernIreland wide.” Four years
in, Wilson
believes that Councils should
now have
additional powers transferred
to them,
especially in the absence
of a
functioning Executive.

“We are too small of a region
to be
competitive with one another
and instead
need to ensure that the local
actions we
take can be beneficial to the
sum.”
Innovation and
investment
Wilson assesses the local
economy as
“buoyant”, with a positive
short-tomedium-term outlook. This,
he
highlights, is reinforced
by the significant
capital investment programme
that the
Council is delivering. Indicators
of
success are the planned
development of
a £35 million leisure centre
in Craigavon,
a £30 million leisure village
in Armagh,
and multi-million investment
by the
Southern Regional College
across a
number of campuses in
the borough.
Commercially, the private
sector is
performing well with new
investments
daily across a range of
sectors.
The Borough has carved
a name for itself
as a hub for the life sciences
and
advanced manufacturing
sectors, as well
as a mainstay of the agri-food
sector,
achieving the title of the
‘Food Heartland
of Northern Ireland’.

Describing the Borough
as “vibrant, with
a strong international focus
and wealth
of exporting knowledge,
as well as being
open for a business on
a global scale”,
Wilson outlines the ambitions
not just to
attract greater levels of
foreign direct
investment (FDI) to the
area, but also to
further proactively foster
and support the
growth of innovative SMEs,
which he
describes as the “backbone”
of the local
economy.
Quizzed on whether this
would see the
Borough aim to be more
directly
competitive with Belfast,
he explains: “In
my opinion a strong capital
city is good
for Northern Ireland as
a whole. It’s very
much a rising tide and I
see a strong
Belfast as being beneficial
to our
Borough and beyond. It
allows us to

raise our game. By the
same means, we
see a strong borough as
being
complimentary to Belfast
and Northern
Ireland plc.
“We are too small of a region
to be
competitive with one another
and instead
need to ensure that the
local actions we
take can be beneficial to
the sum. All of
us must play to our strengths.
One of the
advantages of local government
reform
was that we now have a
group of chief
executives who meet more
regularly and
enjoy meaningful constructive
engagement on strategic
issues.

A major selling point of
the Borough is its
proximity and ease of access
to Ireland’s
two largest cities, Belfast
and Dublin,
while still being far enough
away to enjoy
the merits of more affordable
housing,
competitive operating costs
and good
infrastructure connectivity.
Wilson states: “With significant
land
zoned for economic development,
a
number of existing enterprise
areas and
our strategic location on
the BelfastDublin and Belfast-Enniskillen
economic
corridors, we are ideally
located for both
inward investment and
indigenous
business growth. Take
for example
Banbridge’s close proximity
to both
Belfast and Dublin with
a strong
transport infrastructure,
lower operating
costs and outstanding quality
of life. This
makes it an ideal location
for any
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2021 features
March/ April

A sustainable flow for
economic growth
NI Water’s
Sara Venning

“In the absence of an Assembly,
we are
the only democratically-elect
ed
government organisations
at the minute,
so it’s important that the
Councils show
leadership and put Northern
Ireland’s
best foot forward.”

Connected

Sinn Féin’s
Michelle O’Neill
discusses attempts
to restore
devolution and the
implications of
Brexit.

Permanent Secretary
of the Department
for Infrastructure
Peter May outlines
the priorities for
future investment.

FT political columnist
Janan Ganesh on the
potential of
cumulative decline
post-Brexit.
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Key benefits

Policing & Justice

• Direct contact with over 7,000 key decision-makers in
the public, private and voluntary sectors in Northern
Ireland

Post Covid Recovery

• Deliver key messages to Northern Ireland’s senior

Agribusiness

Technology

figures in government, local government and business
• Enhance your profile, showcase your work and highlight

May/June
Tourism Post recovery
Housing

important issues to an influential audience
• Engage with stakeholders
• Increase the profile of senior people with the organisation
• Gain recognition as a thought leader

Health
Children & Young People
September
Energy

Opportunities available

Economy

• Front cover profile interview: very high profile

Planning
Education

opportunity, offers maximum exposure
• Round table discussion, hosted by organisation to
include four/five leading professionals/stakeholders

November

• Report sponsorship: Combination of editorial,
advertising and branding

Health and Care Services

• Advertorials: editorial style branded articles; used to

Environment, waste & water

promote the benefits, capabilities and services of an

Enterprise & Economic development

organisation

Procurement

• Advertisements: build a high profile image within the

Equality, diversity & inclusion in the

market place; premium positions available including

workplace

outside back cover

For further information contact us at info@agendani.com or on 028 9261 0162

